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Webinar outlines

• Basics of the power system.

• Paris climate agreement.

• Advantages of renewable energy.

• Challenges of renewable energy.

• Possible solutions.

• Recommendations.
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Basics of the power system:

• The power grid is a network which deals with generation,
transmission and distribution.

• Our power grid was built more than 100 years ago. At that
time, the electricity needs were simple, power generation
(synchronous technology) was firm, localised, and built
around communities.



Basics of the power system:

• The main role of the grid is to generate electricity and
transmit it to the consumers and bill them once every
month or so.

• This limited one-way interaction makes it difficult for the
grid to respond to changes occurring in the network.

• The Smart grid introduces a two-way communication
between the utility and its customers. That’s required
developing the network automation, control and different
tools which will work together to make the grid more
efficient, reliable and greener.
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Advantages of renewable energy:

• Clean energy;

• Cheap (natural energy source);

• Sustainable (won’t run out);

• Maintenance requirements are lower;

• No pollutants into the air (health benefits);

• No greenhouse gases (environmental benefits); and

• Others …….



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Not “dispatchable”;
– We can NOT turn them ON when we need them. We can NOT turn

them OFF when we don’t need them.

– The wind blows and the sun shines at their schedule and not
necessarily the schedule that we need.



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Intermittent and not well-timed with demand;
– Supply and demand need to be instantaneously balanced.

– If the wind blows or the sun shines when we need electricity, then we
are lucky otherwise we are not.

– Variability and uncertainty of renewable sources impact the ability to
effectively balance supply and demand.

Figure: A typical daily profile of the PV power generation and load demand



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Is supply where we need it?
– Unlike traditional generation plants that can be built where the

demand exists, renewable energy projects can be built only on a
specific location depending on the climate conditions and
geographical locations.

• Higher initial cost;
– The transmission network needs to be built to transfer the generated

power from the generation locations to the load centres.



Challenges of renewable energy:

Increasing penetration of intermittent renewable energy
generation brings more challenges and introduces additional
uncertainties in power systems.

• System inertia;
– The system inertia is in decline as more renewable Asynchronous

generation comes online by wind turbines (has a small amount of
inertia due to its mechanical parts) and solar photovoltaic (PV).

– PV has no rotating mass hence there is no stored energy.

– The less system inertia we get, the rate of change of frequency
(ROCOF, Hz/s) increases and Hence, we need to act in a faster time.



Challenges of renewable energy:

• System frequency;
– Frequency is a very critical number in the power system. It tells us

how much the system is synchronised and the status of
supply/demand balance in real-time.

– As a penetration of solar and wind increases the conventional
synchronous generations will be displaced. Hence, controlling system
frequency becomes a challenge.



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Wind and solar generation characteristics;
– Modern wind and solar generation projects generally include

electrical systems with power electronics interfacing (i.e. converters/
inverters) with the grid.

– These converters/inverters typically include fast active current and
reactive current controls and require synchronisation with the grid
voltages.

– Current controlled power electronics sources require a grid strength
to operate reliably and stably.



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Integration of wind and solar power plants into Week Grid;
– Short Circuit Ratio (SCR) is an index used to assess the system

strength for the connection of power electronic (PE) sources.

– System strength indicates the ability of the power system to maintain
the voltage during normal and abnormal operating conditions.

– SCR at connection point (CP) = fault level MVAsc @ CP / plant MW
rating.

– The lower the SCR is , the weaker the system is.

– PE sources manufacturer (OEM) should provide a statement regarding
the minimum SCR level in which their PE sources can reliably operate.

– For the low SCR network conditions, it becomes more challenging
hence detailed power system studies (EMT) are required.



Challenges of renewable energy:

• Quality of supply;
– Non-linear loads are source of harmonics.

– harmonics is considered a serious issue in the power system which
causes many related problems such as;

• overheating;

• voltage stresses;

• poor power factor; and

• possibility of system resonance

– the main challenge is to maintain THD level below standard limits



Possible 
solutions:

• How to use intermittent renewables and assure supply?

– Choosing anti-coincident sites – larger area grid interconnections.

– Balance anti-coincident renewable – wind, solar.

– Storage systems – pumped hydro, battery.

– Balance with dispatchable renewables – hydro, geothermal.

– Balance with dispatchable generation plants – natural gas, 
combined cycle.



Possible 
solutions:

• Mitigation measures of low system strength issue “week 
Grid ”;

– Building new transmission lines or transformers (lower impedance).

– Reconfiguration of existing networks.

– Installation of synchronous condensers (system strength, inertia, 
dynamic VARs). 

– Installation of SVC and STATCOM (dynamic VARs, control challenges).

– Reduction in the registered plant capacity.



Possible 
solutions:

• Managing Frequency;

– Provision of Narrow band frequency response from all generators 
to manage the risk of the system over the coming years.

– Develop frequency control work plans.

• Harmonic distortion;

– Installing harmonic filters.



Recommendations:

• SCR estimation is an initial step 
to evaluate the connection 
application. 

• Power system studies are 
mandatory to early identify the 
risk and mitigate it.

• Modifying and/or adding control 
features to improve the 
generator performance.



Recommendations:

• Collaboration between system 
planners, operators, developers 
and OEM is required.

• More investment in R&D in 
renewable energy and energy 
storage technology to allow us to 
store more electricity.

• Importantly, that public policy 
provides the necessary support 
and gives more incentives for the 
utilities to invest in renewable 
energy. 



Thanks for your
attention!


